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Introduction 

[0001]  This paper reveals an automated substructure of services within the 

entertainment industry. With the ingress of new online technologies, structural gaps are 

emerging in the sector fast. This program aims to remove the inefficiencies and establish a 

flow of events where new original entertainment content can be produced and spread with 

digital proficiency. It eliminates the studio's manually processed distribution contracts and IT 

bottlenecks and helps the industry transform into an open, transparent, and electronically 

operated ecosystem. 

[0002]  The paper further relates to providing the process for syncing the interactions 

between the market participants, namely the entertainment investor, producer, and consumer. 

It uncovers an architecture enabling smart-contract-based, trusted transactions in support of 

these interactions. The objective is to group community interests around launching new 

entertainment products in the market while automating technical endeavors behind, such as 

new content sourcing, commercial validation, production finance, and distribution.  
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[0003]   The Platform provides interactive tools to three groups of customers, the film 

investor, the producer, and the mass consumer while also raising an action theatre for them. 

For the first time, savvy consumers can take advantage of the open-market operations. The 

benefits are custom-tailored features such as open-market access to film project submissions, 

open access to aggregated production financing, and synchronized logistics for content 

budgeting, making, broadcasting, and profit-sharing. 

 

The issues from the past vs. the future 
  

[0004]   New entertainment productions involve finance funds, talent agencies, 

production studios, television stations, and video-on-demand streaming media. Throughout 

recent history, the balance between these market participants shifted several times by 

occurrences such as changes in the law, the emergence of online media, and, most recently, 

the pandemic outbreak. 

 

[005]  Financing premium entertainment is a trillion-dollar business worldwide. 

Traditionally limited to some VC funds, it shows many deficiencies: the lack of digital shares 

in the premium entertainment market is just one example. Currently, however, other issues 

are arising. While Hollywood is on hold and hurting due to the COVID 19 crisis, the demand 

for entertainment is tripling. 

 

[0006]  Millions of online audiences crave innovative products. Funds are looking to 

invest in premium entertainment via a transparent engine. Entertainment production 

companies not only search for funds but also for new and less risky ways of realizing their 

productions 

 

[007]  While Hollywood-like studios will continue providing film and television 

production expertise, the other side of the equation: is media delivering content to the 

consumer. Unfortunately, the Studio System's syndication of movies through theatres was on 

the brink of collapse well before the COVID 19 Crisis. Audiences, due to the evolution of the 

Internet into a marketplace, go online. As a result, production companies are looking for 

associations with streaming giants like Netflix, Hulu, or Amazon Prime. 

 

[008]  The content distribution model, based on customer subscriptions, is also facing 

a new challenge. Entertainment consumers are increasingly opting for new factors of 

interactivity, preferably with real money rewards.  

  

[009]  Besides, production studios have hundreds if not thousands of titles and work 

with many TV stations and VOD streaming media: Controlling content distribution is an IT 
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challenge. Currently, the industry focuses on managing Contents Availability Metadata 

(Avails), defining when, where, and how content can reach audiences. These, however, are 

merely partial solutions. Most creative studios' issues are lengthy clearance of content 

payoffs, poor access to liquidity, and consumer engagement in viral marketing. 

 

[0010]  Seasoned investors and select venture capital groups are financing 

entertainment projects chosen by directors within the prior art. However, these organizations 

do not deal with changing customer behavior patterns. They can often be slow, if not 

reluctant, to respond to the course of technological disruption in neighboring 

microeconomies, letting the time-sensitive innovation pass them by, unfortunately. 

 

[0011]  Ultimately, the production output, limited by bureaucratic, financial, and 

technical jams, does not quite cope with the rapidly growing online demand. While the old 

Hollywood Studio System still seems to be in force, the need for theatre experience is 

decreasing. Even though production studios work with the online media, the business still 

relies on manual contracts, deal-making by the middle person, and centrally handled revenue. 

The production companies usually fall into the loop of lengthy clearance of content payoffs, 

low market liquidity, and unfair profit-sharing practices in some participants' opinions.  

 

[0012]  However, from the looming perspective of new technologies, the key issues 

are the lack of automated operations and infrastructure for better content marketing. We 

address these issues through the Platform's virtual Theater, where fans can significantly 

influence entertainment proliferation.  

 

 

 

Solution 
 

[0013]  The Theater is a Content Exchange hall featuring the production studio 

submission surrounded by galleries for members and fans. It is a meeting point for the 

entertainment investor, producer, and Beta Audiences. Built to launch new original 

entertainment content in the market, it offers members tools to realize their overlapping 

intents.   

 

[0014]  While the prior art lets the current shortfalls develop and amass, the FilmoCrat 

platform helps the production companies convert to a digital model and utilize online 

consumer behavior to their advantage in terms of distribution, marketing, and box office 

gross. This open virtual Theatre would funnel the steps of content sourcing, commercial 

validation, production budgeting, realization, and on-demand streaming into a contractually 

sealed process, offering participants content monetization, intelligent revenue routing, and 

distributed profit-sharing.  
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[0015]  The Platform applied digital technology attracts renowned production 

companies to offer the mass consumers the newest content for a fraction of a fee, not to 

mention engaging the consumer in immersive Theatre's interactions, enjoinment, and hefty 

rewards. The Platform introduces Active Digital Shares in entertainment products. Active 

Digital Shares are self-raising, self-executing smart contracts linked to the content's VOD 

streaming code. They are records of funds that investors put for equity funding productions 

such as feature films. The Theatre issues them automatedly upon accumulating the investor's 

bets.   

 

[0016]  These intelligent digital securities serve as an accounting device to automate 

revenue on studio-released products throughout the content lifecycles. The Platform, 

equipped with a blockchain-based contract raising and execution engine, manages content 

funding, revenue collection, and segregated ROI routing for members for a commission. 

 

[0017]  The Digital Shares define the involved parties' profit factors, including the 

investor, producer, and beta audiences' stakes. It solves most of the industry's currently 

emerging issues. Starting from automating the entertainment finance through to consumers' 

engagement in marketing, the System can seamlessly support multiple studio productions and 

distribution worldwide. 

 

 

Outdoing the Competition  

[0018]  The FilmoCrat virtual theatre for pre-production ratings is an epic spectacle 

format on its own. It takes the people's activities from streets, stores, and pubs to virtual 

rooms of the world's upcoming entertainment. It is open for viewers' interactions 24/7; it 

brings a film and TV show gala and declares the community engagement in the output. 

[0019]  As it must be fun for all, the Theatre lets sponsors, producers, and consumers 

deliver the works to enjoy the majority. The public will likely endorse them by betting on 

their success. The FilmoCrat group can make a unique promise in the market. It will circulate 

the viewer's best-chosen entertainment productions worldwide. 

[0020]  The FilmoCrat network stands far from other content delivery media such as 

Paid TV or solutions like Netflix. Based on our patent-pending technology, we are the only 

entity to issue Active Digital Shares in entertainment products. By automating the production 

funding, copyright payoffs, and ROI, FilmoCrat will attract new players to mid and high-

budget productions, boost liquidity within the sector, and lift diversification for mass 

consumers. 
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Business Model  

[0021]  The FilmoCrat group of stakeholders provides end-to-end entertainment 

content sourcing, processing, and VOD streaming network. It offers settings where the 

entertainment-making community can seamlessly act upon a common goal of financing, 

producing, and releasing new original entertainment content.  

[0022]  Besides synchronizing the market participant's intents, the System provides 

the automation of necessary financial steps while also linking said Active Digital Shares with 

fee extraction via VOD streaming, thus routing profit to content equity contributors directly. 

[0023]  While the network allows content contributors to generate direct proceeds, 

FilmoCrat is solely an impartial service provider. The company will make money by charging 

a tiny commission on the consumers' viewing traffic. With the viewing rates like other 

content delivery media, FilmoCrat will share significant dividends with its stakeholders. 

 

Operations' Scalability 

[0024]  FilmoCrat will support the development of new original content at a 

competitive level. Just for a reference in concrete figures, Netflix's estimated 1,000 hours of 

original content and outlay of $13 billion in 2018 is projected to reach $22.5 billion in annual 

spend by 2022, per Goldman Sachs. 

[0025]  Netflix has over 100 million members in over 190 countries, enjoying more 

than 125 million hours of TV shows and movies per day. If the company only made $0.1 on 

those programs per hour, it would have made a $4.56 billion profit a year. While the 

company's annual revenue reached 20.15 billion U.S. dollars in 2019, it had a total net 

income of 1.86 billion U.S. dollars that year due to the high licensing fees and other outlays. 

[0026]  FilmoCrat aims for a similar content volume, yet it brings a significant 

advantage in obtaining content streaming rights. The company's finance model includes open 

access to content encrypted equity-funding and profit-sharing, a model that can raise the 

volume and range of new productions exponentially and fast.  

[0027]  The cost of content development spreads over a scalable network of financiers 

who acquire content distribution rights through production budgeting on the FilmoCrat 

platform. The streaming rights then become kind of for granted with the content sourcing, 

broadcasting, and marketing deal. Consequently, FilmoCrat does not invest in movies, TV 

shows, or video games but in content sourcing and distribution infrastructure. 

[0028]  In contrast to the Netflix forecasted expenditure of $22.5 billion, the 

FilmoCrat estimated outlay is $21 million for the first three years, which we plan to spend on 

developing and maintaining the infrastructure, security solutions, and systems' kickoff 

advertising. 
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The software development span is foreseen for 12 – 18 months. 

• Programming Costs: $4.0 million 

• Implementing and Support Costs: $900k 

• User privacy and cybersecurity: $900k  

• Cloud storage of 20TB holding 1000 movies + backups: 200k/year 

• Advertising: $15 million 

 

By implementing its content finance model, FilmoCrat, will reach and possibly exceed the 

content goal of 1,000 hours of new movies and shows within three years.  

[0029]  At the kickstart phase, the FilmoCrat network will admit some of the 

readymade, externally financed productions for their premieres. That will let some of the not-

yet-allied studios try out the FilmoCrat broadcasting technology: It will help engage more 

producers in future cooperation and quicker expand the span of FilmoCrat catalogs. 

 

Content Bidding System 

[0030]  More precisely, the said virtual for pre-production ratings is a Content Bidding 

Theatre where production studios can present their entertainment projects for equity funding. 

It is where investors and beta audiences make a project betting panel. The beta audience can 

review and rate said projects and deliver ranking reports in real-time. The popularity of said 

projects will give investors an indication of future viewing rates. Both the investors and the 

beta audience are the participants who can forward biddings for project funding. 

[0031]  Budgets will be automatically released upon the accumulation of the investors' 

bids. The content's lifecycle contracts will be formulated at the time of budget releases. The 

investors' tenders will then sweep into said content lifecycle contract code as Active Digital 

Shares. 

[0032]  While smart contracts facilitate collecting revenue from streaming for each 

content separately, Active Digital Shares enable segregated profit-sharing between the 

investors, production studios, and beta audiences during the entire products' lifecycles.  

The FilmoCrat system comprises providing the three following operational modules: 

 

• Content Bidding Theatre for bankrolling new entertainment productions 

• Virtual Dealing Machine for issuing Active Digital Shares in products 

• Streaming Site for spreading the beta audience best-chosen productions 
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[0033]  Said modules communicate with each other through the content's lifecycle 

contract codes, which are receptive to content on-demand streaming, fee collecting, and smart 

revenue routing. The execution of contracts happens continuously during streaming, which 

fuels the cash flow loops A and B, illustrated in the accompanying drawing. Content Bidding 

Theatre will;  

 

1. Let beta audiences rate content projects 

2. Frame a content validation method with social marketing following the process 

3. Arrange for audience engagement throughout the distribution   

4. Draw renowned production companies to Content Exchange 

5.    Unlock public access to investing in premium entertainment  

6. Attract venture capital 

7.  Release new content in the market 
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Market Liquidity via TEEM Platform 

Cash Flow from Operating Activities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

          

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investors & Beta Audiences 

 
 

Virtual Dealing Machine 

Verifying Smart Contract 

Transactions 

Content Bidding Theatre 

Production Companies/Studios 

Delivering entertainment products; 

Collecting Profits from Streaming 

Streaming to Mass Audiences 

Financing Entertainment Projects 

via Smart Contracts 
Framing Smart Contracts; 

Releasing Production Budgets  

Generating Revenue 

Routing Profits to 

Contractual Recipients 

Cash Flow Loop A 

Cash Flow Loop B 
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Content Volumes & Target Clientele  

[0034]  We estimate to serve 500+ content producers for the next three years, work 

with 5 million+ content investors, and deliver movies, TV shows, and games to 100 million+ 

members. 

[0035]  While the Platform provides digital transacting services to the entertainment 

investor, producer, and consumer, Virtual Dealing Machine has a distributed ledger's 

properties for validating, running, and keeping records of these transactions. At the same 

time, Virtual Dealing Machine renders the ability to formulate, manage, and execute content 

lifecycle contracts for unlimited amounts of hours of premium content that spreads 

throughout international communities.   

[0036]  FilmoCrat targets the making of feature-length movies in the mid-budget 

range of $15-90 million. There will be lots of fantastic projects available for funding and 

securing yields. The Platform will attract entries from Hollywood's studios and renowned 

production houses alike. Not because they might be running short on funds, but because of 

audience engagement, social marketing, and the distribution infrastructure that's modern, 

legal, and the one that makes for a producer's most complete solution. 

[0037]  A growing number of beta users are keen on participating in content rating, 

and others are interested in content investing. While many want to start backing products 

with relatively small amounts, others declare significant funds and seek transparency, 

confidentiality, and the best choices for their investment. 

[0038]  The Platform allows participants to take advantage of the top content funding 

actions because the network follows the beta audience scores. The Platform's ratings will be 

the wisdom of the crowds assisting the content funding proponents' decisions. It will also be a 

valuable guide for the mass consumer to experience a range of new trends, products, and new 

ways of content consumption. 

[0039]  The FilmoCrat Streaming Site gives consumers several enrollments and 

viewing options. Among them, "Micro-Payment" and "Free." In the "Free" option, advertisers 

can sponsor some of the newest, studio-released products. 

 

Platform Workings 

[0040]  Smart contracts and distributed ledger payment technologies are known to 

those skilled in the art. The usage of smart contracts will, of course, depend on the 

purpose of a native system. At FilmoCrat, tailoring these utilities for the development and 

distribution of new original entertainment content is provided. The focus is not only on 

financing entertainment and extracting returns at a singular enterprise. It is on the 

ecosystem, offering communities engagement and growth. 
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[0041]  Members, who jointly bring the crowds' wisdom to the ecosystem, represent a 

collective content rating and aggregate financial power to support the top-quality products. 

The System takes members' bets while reporting projects' funding progress in real-time. 

When a budget for a listed title fills up by the accumulation, the System encodes a contract 

for the title's distribution. As mentioned before, members' bets then sweep into the contract's 

code as Active Digital Shares. Since these shares have record-keeping capabilities, they 

would revolutionize the entire broadcasting and VOD streaming market. 

 

[0042]  Besides generating market liquidity for the sector, Active Digital Shares 

provide each creative studio with fan engagement throughout a complete span of content 

funding, production, and distribution. It creates a market where spectators can acquire 

micro equities in products. The spectator can also win these shares by using the Platform 

for watching enjoyment. 

 

[0043]  An Active Digital Share is an encrypted digital value that gives the holder 

the right to profit from on-demand streaming. If a holder, for instance, invested $ 1000.00 

in a movie that made 500% profit in a year, which is not uncommon, the holder would 

gain $ 2.5k according to a 50% profit sharing rule between the investors and a production 

company, plus profits in the following years. Some more specific earning figures are cited 

below. 

 

[0044]  Once a production budget for a title is released, Virtual Dealing Machine 

would encode the title's lifecycle contract turning the investors' bids into said Active 

Digital Shares. Next, when a given product is accomplished and released for streaming, 

Virtual Dealing Machine would collect the product's fees and distribute revenue to the 

shareholders. 

 

[0045]  Content lifecycle contracts define terms of agreements between multilateral 

parties directly written into lines of a contract's code, which permits trusted transactions 

among various anonymous parties without the need for a central authority or external 

enforcement system. Smart contracts will manage the product lifecycle transactions starting 

from content finance through to revenue routing. 

 

[0046]  The contracts turn active in the System when certain conditions arrive, i.e., the 

accumulation of project-funding bids triggers a transfer of budget funds to the producer. A 

release of a product activates its sales and performance reporting. Payment for content 

viewing begins a viewing session. The collection of fees starts revenue routing, etc. 

 

[0047]  At the time of contract activation, Virtual Dealing Machine stamps the 

contract with a machine-readable ID. Said ID links a unique set of content data.  Firstly, it is a 
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compatible version of EMA Avails; (A cross-industry format for delivery of licensing avails 

specifying how and when content can reach consumers). Secondly, it is an asset certificate 

specifying the number of Active Digital Shares held by copyright owners, investors, and beta 

audience. And thirdly, it is an encrypted video file of the content itself. Virtual Dealing 

Machine would then roll the investor's gains directly to stakeholders' accounts through an API 

connection with a dedicated bank. 

 

[0048]  There are two budgeting phases within the Content Exchange (Bidding 

Theatre), the opening and closing rounds. Beta audiences who are stipulated majority can rate 

and bet on the bids they like in the first instance throughout the opening round.  

 

[0049]  Accredited investors, the members with significant funds, would join a deal 

once many micro-finance players adequately ensured at least a 30 % portion of the budget in 

concern. That allows beta audiences to exert significant influence on the assortment of 

content greenlit for production, and thus, it makes for genuine content's promotion. 

 

[0050]  Besides facilitating public access to content funding and profit-sharing, the 

System provides valuable market insight and ensures the continuous circulation of premium 

entertainment at a mass consumption level. It provides amenities such as: 

 

A. Content admission and presentation service 

B. Provision of content rating and bidding facility 

C. Splitting content funding rounds between viewers and venture capital 

D. Integrating Active Digital Shares in content lifecycle contracts 

E. Automation of smart contracts in synergy with VOD streaming fees  

F. Handling incoming funds 

G. Allocating budgets to content projects upon the accumulation of bets 

H. Releasing budgets for productions on behalf of users 

I. Determining the obligations and profit rights for contractual parties 

J. Defining auto enforceable distribution contracts upon content funding 

K. Issuing Active Digital Shares 

L. Automation of fee collecting and revenue routing 

M. Handling outcoming funds 
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[0051]  Bounding these actions via Smart Contracts and automation of payments, the 

comes to generate two continuous cashflow loops. As illustrated in the attached drawing, the 

circuits provide production studios with liquidity. Loop A represents content funding, 

contractual production, and extraction of investors' ROI. Loop B depicts settlements of 

content payoffs. 

 

[0052]  Multiple production companies can operate as the System's independent 

clients. In terms of the studio box-office fees, the Platform will process vast amounts of pay-

per-stream micropayments. It makes the studio's box-office run on a distributed ledger, with 

the revenue and ROI reporting being available in the producer, financier, and viewer's apps. 

 

[0053]  While this is also what can please the process-keen viewers, fans would now 

have a new variety of social networking tools. They can ping their buddies within the net to 

share their content discovery experiences. They can stick together with the activities of others 

in the ecosystem. Sharing the hottest news on the upcoming movies, shows, and games will 

help with the chatting, messaging, and box-office ticket gifting tools. It will provide the fuel 

on which a content-spreading engine would run even better. 

 

[0054]  The unlocking of micro-investments for entertainment fans will positively 

impact the growth within the sector. It means that new original content projects may engross 

the most receptive and responsive spectators first, reaching an even vaster span of audiences 

through their mates, expanding the spread of content exponentially. That would positively 

influence the production process in terms of the creative team motivation, timing, and process 

integrity. 

 

[0055]  While some, if not most, of content production costs, occur upfront, the 

network allocates production budgets to the nominated studios in advance upon accumulating 

investors' bets. 

 

[0056]  Said Contents Bidding Theatre bounds production studios to deliver content 

for distribution. The obligations and profit-sharing rights are defined for each involved party 

and directly written in the content life cycle contract code. The financed projects' production 

obligation is the artistic and logistic responsibility of a particular studio or producer. It is up 

to the studio/producer to pay its creative team and services related to the production. 

 

[0057]  The network splits net earnings a movie, show, or game makes half and half 

between the producers and financiers. For example, suppose a film makes a $100 million net 

profit a year (on a $10 million budget production). In that case, half, $50 million is shared 

among the investors; the other half is shared between copyright owners, creative team, art 

directors, realization crew, post-production, etc.  
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[0058]  Beyond, the System breaks the financier's portion of profits relative to the 

Active Digital Shares held in a particular production. If one, for instance, had invested $1,000 

in a movie that turned into a frontrunner – one could and made 1000% net profit in a year 

(which is not uncommon). In this case, one would have made $4,000 in the first year of the 

movie's lifecycle, as per the formula mentioned in our Executive Report and quoted herein 

for a quick reference: 

 

 

IP = Revenue (Gross) x 50% x IPF – EQ 

 

 

Glossary of Terms  

Individual Profit    IP 

Individual Profit Factor  IPF 

Content Grossing a year   Gross 

Content Net Profit (per year)   NET  

Platform Commission   Commis   

Investors Equity   EQ 

Used Production Budget   B 

Producer's Profit Factor   PPF = 50% x NET 

 

Individual Profit Factor (IPF) = EQ/B x PPF (50%) 

Individual Profit (IP) = Gross x IPF - EQ - Commis 

 

Thus, if a production budget was $90 million, and the shareholder's contribution $1k, the 

shareholder's profit factor is $90M/$1k = 0.00001111 x50% = 0.000005555 

 

Then, if the product made a 1000% net profit in a year that equals $900 million, the 

shareholder's profit = $900 million x 0.000005555= $5000 - $1000 - 0.5% Commis = $3750 

 

 

If the Platform were making a 0.5% commission on Gross, it would make $4,5 million on 

that frontrunner movie per the first year as per the following formula. 

 

Commis = Gross x Commission 

Commis = 900 million x 0.5% = 4.5 million 

 

 

 

[0059]   The System will release new entertainment products as encrypted content 

video files with embedded profit-sharing code. Said video data would be stored in a storage 
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medium and listed on said VOD Streaming Site. Virtual Dealing Machine would then execute 

the content's lifecycle contracts, including pay-per-stream micro-fee collection, revenue 

routing, ROI forwarding, and reporting. 

[0060]   The present System assembles techniques, processes, and mechanisms that 

facilitate cooperation between the cited participants. By grouping the distributed ledger-based 

functionalities around market participants' needs, the Platform supports the 90 years old 

industry with the up to date technology. It unlocks the new potential for the automated, 

structured, and transparent premium-entertainment market to thrive. 

[0061]  This Entertainment E-Market platform can be customized and distributed over 

different world regions, languages, and ethnic cultures. It would be introducing electronic 

services for entertainment making and taking communities worldwide. 
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